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Application of Carbohydrate Derivatives in Asymmetric Synthesis and as Ligands in Metal Ion
Complexes
This volume provides insight into stoichiometric and catalytic reactions in the field of asymmetric synthesis with chemical
and biological methods, focusing on the synthesis of natural and bioactive compounds, and both chemical and biological
methods of catalysis. It includes investigation of biotechnical aspects also.

Asymmetric Organic Synthesis with Enzymes
Asymmetric synthesis is one of the most important areas of research and development in synthetic organic chemistry, and
has wide-ranging industrial applications. This introduction to the subject covers chirality, nomenclature and analytical
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methods of resolution. The main body of the text describes the principal methods available to the organic chemist wishing
to synthesize chiral compounds. Case studies are included, and reference sections allow access to the relevant review and
research literature. This book is written for organic chemists at postgraduate and advanced undergraduate level.

Advanced Asymmetric Synthesis
Green chemistry syntheses that are environmentally benign and address the increasing emphasis on operational safety,
waste minimization and efficiency have become generally important in recent years. To this end, a highly diastereoselective
organocatalytic method that produces 3-fluoro-3’-hydroxy-3,3’-bisoxindoles in protic solvents at room temperature, without
the need of chromatographic product purification was developed. The reaction occurs within 30 minutes in the presence 10
mol% of triethylamine as catalyst and the bisoxindole formation can be scaled without compromising yields and
diastereoselectivity.

Fundamentals of Asymmetric Catalysis
Edited by two of the leading researchers in the field, this book provides a deep, interdisciplinary insight into stoichiometric
and catalytic reactions in this continuously expanding area. A plethora of top German scientists with an international
reputation covers various aspects, from classical organic chemistry to process development, and from the theoretical
background to biological methods using enzymes. Throughout the focus is on the development of new synthetic methods in
asymmetric synthesis, the synthesis of natural and bioactive compounds and the latest developments in both chemical and
biological methods of catalysis, as well as the investigation of special technical and biotechnical aspects.

Organosulfur Chemistry in Asymmetric Synthesis
Asymmetric Synthesis of Natural Products, 2nd Edition introduces students to this rapidly growing field of organic
chemistry. The initial chapters present the foundations of asymmetric synthesis, including the theory and applications of
individual asymmetric reactions. This is followed by chapters on each of the major individual classes of natural products;
their structures, biosynthesis and interrelationships as well as examples of asymmetric syntheses and the practical value of
these compounds. Natural product classes covered include carbohydrates, amino acids, peptides, proteins, nucleosides,
nucleotides, nucleic acids, polyketides, isoprenoids, shikamic acid derivatives and alkaloids. For this second edition the text
has been thoroughly updated and expanded, and includes new discussions and examples covering atom and redox
economies, practical aspects and environmental awareness. Organocatalysis has emerged completely in the last ten years,
and has been fully integrated into this new edition.
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Asymmetric Synthesis of Drugs and Natural Products
Authored by one of the leading experts in the field, this is the only comprehensive overview of chiral organophosphorus
compounds, from asymmetric synthesis to catalysis and pharmacological applications. As such, this unique reference
covers the chemical background as well as spectroscopical analysis of phosphorus compounds, and thoroughly describes all
the various synthetic strategies for these substances. Metal-, organo- and biocatalyzed reactions for the introduction of
phosphorus are explained as are asymmetric oxidation and reduction methods for the preparation of all possible oxidation
states of phosphorus. The text also includes industrial applications for these compounds. Of particular interest to chemists
working in the field of asymmetric synthesis, as well as to the pharmaceutical industry due to the increasing number of
phosphorous-containing drugs.

Organosulfur Chemistry in Asymmetric Synthesis
Asymmetric synthesis remains a challenge to practicing scientistsas the need for enantiomerically pure or enriched
compoundscontinues to increase. Over the last decade, a large amount ofliterature has been published in this field.
Principles andApplications of Asymmetric Synthesis consolidates and evaluates themost useful methodologies into a onevolume resource for theconvenience of practicing scientists and students. Authored by internationally renowned scientists
in the field, thisreliable reference covers more than 450 reactions and includesimportant stoichiometric as well as catalytic
asymmetric reactions.The first chapter reviews the basic principles, commonnomenclature, and analytical methods, and the
remainder of the bookis organized according to reaction type. The text examines suchtopics as: Carbon-carbon bond
formations involving carbonyls, enamines,imines, and enolates Asymmetric C-O bond formations including
epoxidation,dihydroxylation, and aminohydroxylation Asymmetric synthesis using the Diels-Alder reaction and
othercyclizations Applications to the total synthesis of natural products Use of enzymes in asymmetric synthesis Practicing
chemists in the pharmaceutical, fine chemical, andagricultural professions as well as graduate students will findthat
Principles and Applications of Asymmetric Synthesis affordscomprehensive and current coverage.

New Frontiers in Asymmetric Catalysis
This book focuses on different techniques of asymmetric synthesis of important compounds, such as drugs and natural
products. It gives insightful information on recent asymmetric synthesis by Inorganic, Organic and Enzymatic combinations.
It also emphasizes chiral compounds and design of new catalyst for synthesis of compounds.

Principles of Asymmetric Synthesis
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After the overwhelming success of 'Asymmetric Synthesis - The Essentials', displaying a broad range of organic asymmetric
syntheses, this is the second edition with latest subjects and authors. While the aim of the first edition was mainly to honor
the achievements of the pioneers in asymmetric syntheses, the aim of this new edition was bringing the current
developments, especially from younger colleagues, to the attention of students. The format of the book remained
unchanged, i.e. short conceptual overviews by young leaders in their field including a short biography of the authors. The
growing multidisciplinary research within chemistry is reflected in the selection of topics including metal catalysis,
organocatalysis, physical organic chemistry, analytical chemistry, and its applications in total synthesis, materials research
and industry. The prospective reader of this book is a graduate or undergraduate student of advanced organic chemistry as
well as the industrial chemist who wants to get a brief update on the current developments in the field.

Asymmetric Synthesis
The world is chiral. Most of the molecules in it are chiral, and asymmetric synthesis is an important means by which
enantiopure chiral molecules may be obtained for study and sale. Using examples from the literature of asymmetric
synthesis (more than 1300 references), the aim of this book is to present a detailed analysis of the factors that govern
stereoselectivity in organic reactions. It is important to note that the references were each individually checked by the
authors to verify relevance to the topics under discussion. The study of stereoselectivity has evolved from issues of
diastereoselectivity, through auxiliary-based methods for the synthesis of enantiomerically pure compounds
(diastereoselectivity followed by separation and auxiliary cleavage), to asymmetric catalysis. In the latter instance,
enantiomers (not diastereomers) are the products, and highly selective reactions and modern purification techniques allow
preparation - in a single step - of chiral substances in 99% ee for many reaction types. After an explanation of the basic
physical-organic principles of stereoselectivity, the authors provide a detailed, annotated glossary of stereochemical terms.
A chapter on "Analytical Methods" provides a critical overview of the most common methods for analysis of stereoisomers.
The authors then follow the 'tried-and-true' format of grouping the material by reaction type. Thus, there are four chapters
on carbon-carbon bond forming reactions (enolate alkylations, organometal additions to carbonyls, aldol and Michael
reactions, and cycloadditions and rearrangements), one chapter on reductions and hydroborations (carbon-hydrogen bond
forming reactions), and one on oxidations (carbon-oxygen and carbon-nitrogen bond forming reactions). Leading references
are provided to natural product synthesis that have been accomplished using a given reaction as a key step. In addition to
tables of examples that show high selectivity, a transition state analysis is presented to explain - to the current level of
understanding - the stereoselectivity of each reaction. In one case (Cram's rule) the evolution of the current theory is
detailed from its first tentative (1952) postulate to the current Felkin-Anh-Heathcock formalism. For other reactions, only
the currently accepted rationale is presented. Examination of these rationales also exposes the weaknesses of current
theories, in that they cannot always explain the experimental observations. These shortcomings provide a challenge for
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future mechanistic investigations. Authoritative glossary to aid understanding of stereochemical terminology Explanations
of the key factors influencing stereoselectivity with numerous examples, organized by reaction type A handy reference
guide to the literature of asymmetric synthesis for practitioners in the field

Principles of Asymmetric Synthesis
Asymmetric Synthesis, Volume 3: Stereodifferentiating Addition Reactions, Part B presents intensive investigations in
leading academic and industrial laboratories on stereodifferentiating addition reactions. This book is divided into eight
chapters and begins with a comprehensive review of the formation of chiral metal enolates and their stereoselective
alkylation reactions. These topics are followed by discussions on chiral Aldol addition reactions and the many variations of
asymmetric synthesis that may be carried out using chiral oxazolines. A chapter describes the alkylation of chiral
hydrazones, a process that yields chiral-substituted aldehydes and ketones. Other chapters explore a variety of cyclization
processes that form carbon-carbon and carbon-heteroatom bonds. The last chapters deal with the asymmetric
cycloadditions and sigma-tropic rearrangements. Synthetic chemists and researchers will find this book invaluable.

Asymmetric Synthesis of Three-Membered Rings
Asymmetric synthesis is one of the most critical strategic subjects in organic chemistry, and this book describes advanced
techniques and their applications to the industrial and laboratory synthesis of important chiral molecules. The international
team of highly respected authors provide rigorous and concise reviews of their areas of expertise.

Asymmetric Synthesis
Asymmetric catalysis represents still one of the major challenges in modern organic chemistry. Besides the well-established
asymmetric metal-complex-catalysed syntheses and biocatalysis, the use of "pure" organic catalysts turned out to be an
additional efficient tool for the synthesis of chiral building blocks. In this handbook, the experienced authors from academia
and industry provide the first overview of the important use of such metal-free organic catalysts in organic chemistry. With
its comprehensive description of numerous reaction types, e.g., nucleophilic substitution and addition reactions as well as
cycloadditions and redox reactions, this book targets organic chemists working in industry and academia, and deserves a
place in every laboratory.

Chiral Sulfur Reagents
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Principles and Applications of Asymmetric Synthesis
This book connects a retrosynthetic or disconnection approach with synthetic methods in the preparation of target
molecules from simple, achiral ones to complex, chiral structures in the optically pure form. Retrosynthetic considerations
and asymmetric syntheses are presented as closely related topics, often in the same chapter, underlining the importance of
retrosynthetic consideration of target molecules neglecting stereochemistry and equipping readers to overcome the
difficulties they may encounter in the planning and experimental implementation of asymmetric syntheses. This approach
prepares students in advanced organic chemistry courses, and in particular young scientists working at academic and
industrial laboratories, for independently solving synthetic problems and creating proposals for the synthesis of complex
structures.

Asymmetric Synthesis
This book reflects the increasing interest among the chemical synthetic community in the area of asymmetric coppercatalyzed reactions, and introduces readers to the latest, most significant developments in the field. The contents are
organized according to reaction type and cover mechanistic and spectroscopic aspects as well as applications in the
synthesis of natural products. A whole chapter is devoted to understanding how primary organometallics interact with
copper to provide selective catalysts for allylic substitution and conjugate addition, both of which are treated in separate
chapters. Another is devoted to the variety of substrates and experimental protocols, while an entire chapter covers the use
on non-carbon nucleophiles. Other chapters deal with less-known reactions, such as carbometallation or the additions to
imines and related systems, while the more established reactions cyclopropanation and aziridination as well as the use of
copper (II) Lewis acids are warranted their own special chapters. Two further chapters concern the processes involved, as
determined by mechanistic studies. Finally, a whole chapter is devoted to the synthetic applications. This is essential
reading for researchers at academic institutions and professionals at pharmaceutical or agrochemical companies.

Asymmetric Synthesis in Organophosphorus Chemistry
A compilation of recent advances and applications in asymmetric catalysis The field of asymmetric catalysis has grown
rapidly and plays a key role in drug discovery and pharmaceuticals. New Frontiers in Asymmetric Catalysis gives readers a
fundamental understanding of the concepts and applications of asymmetric catalysis reactions and discusses the latest
developments and findings. With contributions from preeminent scientists in their respective fields, it covers: * "Rational"
ligand design, which is critically dependent on the reaction type (reduction, oxidation, and C-C bond formation) * Recent
findings on activation of C-H bonds, C-C bonds, and small molecules (C=O, HCN, RN=C, and CO2) and the latest
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developments on C-C bond reorganization, such as metathesis * Advances in "chirally economical" non-linear phenomena,
racemic catalysis, and autocatalysis * Some of the recent discoveries that have led to a renaissance in the field of
organocatalysis, including the development of chiral Brönstead acids and Lewis acidic metals bearing the conjugate base of
the Brönstead acids as the ligands and the chiral bi-functional acid/base catalysts The book ends with a thought-provoking
perspective on the future of asymmetric catalysis that addresses both the challenges and the unlimited potential in this
burgeoning field. This is an authoritative, up-to-date reference for organic chemists in academia, government, and
industries, including pharmaceuticals, biotech, fine chemicals, polymers, and agriculture. It is also an excellent textbook for
graduate students studying advanced organic chemistry or chemical synthesis.

Chiral Reagents for Asymmetric Synthesis
Derived from the renowned, Encyclopedia of Reagents for Organic Synthesis (EROS), the related editors have created a new
handbook which focuses on chiral reagents used in asymmetric synthesis and is designed for the chemist at the bench. This
new handbook follows the same format as the Encyclopedia, including an introduction and an alphabetical arrangement of
the reagents. As chiral reagents are the key for the successful asymmetric synthesis, choosing the right reagents is
essential, in this handy reference the editors give details on how to prepare, store and use the reagents as well as providing
key reactions to demonstrate where reagents have been successfully used. Comprehensive information on 226 reagents
Covers 64 reagents which were not included in EROS All information in one easy to use volume – at an affordable price All
reagents included will be added to e-EROS – please visit the site where you can gain access to over 50,000 reactions and
3,800 of the most frequently consulted reagents. Visit: www.interscience.wiley.com/eros

Asymmetric Synthesis with Chemical and Biological Methods
Asymmetric synthesis remains a challenge to practicing scientists as the need for enantiomerically pure or enriched
compounds continues to increase. Over the last decade, a large amount of literature has been published in this field.
Principles and Applications of Asymmetric Synthesis consolidates and evaluates the most useful methodologies into a onevolume resource for the convenience of practicing scientists and students. Authored by internationally renowned scientists
in the field, this reliable reference covers more than 450 reactions and includes important stoichiometric as well as catalytic
asymmetric reactions. The first chapter reviews the basic principles, common nomenclature, and analytical methods, and
the remainder of the book is organized according to reaction type. The text examines such topics as: Carbon-carbon bond
formations involving carbonyls, enamines, imines, and enolates Asymmetric C-O bond formations including epoxidation,
dihydroxylation, and aminohydroxylation Asymmetric synthesis using the Diels-Alder reaction and other cyclizations
Applications to the total synthesis of natural products Use of enzymes in asymmetric synthesis Practicing chemists in the
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pharmaceutical, fine chemical, and agricultural professions as well as graduate students will find that Principles and
Applications of Asymmetric Synthesis affords comprehensive and current coverage.

Modern Enolate Chemistry
Praise for the previous editions "An excellent text . . . will no doubt provide the benchmark for comparative works for many
years." —Journal of the American Chemical Society "An excellent state-of-the-art compilation of catalytic asymmetric
chemistry . . . should be included in any chemistry reference collection." —Choice "This is a tremendous resource and an
excellent read. I recommend immediate purchase." —Perkin Transactions Since this important work was first published in
1993, the field of catalytic asymmetric synthesis has grown explosively, spawning effective new methods for obtaining
enantiomerically pure compounds on a large scale and stimulating new applications in diverse fields—from medicine to
materials science. Catalytic Asymmetric Synthesis, Third Edition addresses these rapid changes through contributions from
highly recognized world leaders in the field. This seminal text presents detailed accounts of the most important catalytic
asymmetric reactions known today, and discusses recent advances and essential information on the initial development of
certain processes. An excellent working resource for academic researchers and industrial chemists alike, the Third Edition
features: Six entirely new chapters focusing on novel approaches to catalytic asymmetric synthesis including nonconventional media/conditions, organocatalysis, chiral Lewis and Bronsted acids, CH activation, carbon-heteroatom bondforming reactions, and enzyme-catalyzed asymmetric synthesis A new section focusing on the important new reaction,
asymmetric metathesis, in carbon-carbon bond-forming reactions Updated chapters on hydrogenation, carbon-carbon bondforming reactions, hydrosilylations, carbonylations, oxidations, amplifications and autocatalysis, and polymerization
reactions Retaining the best of its predecessors but now thoroughly up to date, Catalytic Asymmetric Synthesis, Third
Edition serves as an excellent desktop reference and text for researchers and students from the upper-level
undergraduates through experienced professionals in industry or academia.

Catalysis in Asymmetric Synthesis
The world is chiral. Most of the molecules in it are chiral, and asymmetric synthesis is an important means by which
enantiopure chiral molecules may be obtained for study and sale. Using examples from the literature of asymmetric
synthesis (more than 1300 references), the aim of this book is to present a detailed analysis of the factors that govern
stereoselectivity in organic reactions. It is important to note that the references were each individually checked by the
authors to verify relevance to the topics under discussion. The study of stereoselectivity has evolved from issues of
diastereoselectivity, through auxiliary-based methods for the synthesis of enantiomerically pure compounds
(diastereoselectivity followed by separation and auxiliary cleavage), to asymmetric catalysis. In the latter instance,
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enantiomers (not diastereomers) are the products, and highly selective reactions and modern purification techniques allow
preparation - in a single step - of chiral substances in 99% ee for many reaction types. After an explanation of the basic
physical-organic principles of stereoselectivity, the authors provide a detailed, annotated glossary of stereochemical terms.
A chapter on "Analytical Methods" provides a critical overview of the most common methods for analysis of stereoisomers.
The authors then follow the 'tried-and-true' format of grouping the material by reaction type. Thus, there are four chapters
on carbon-carbon bond forming reactions (enolate alkylations, organometal additions to carbonyls, aldol and Michael
reactions, and cycloadditions and rearrangements), one chapter on reductions and hydroborations (carbon-hydrogen bond
forming reactions), and one on oxidations (carbon-oxygen and carbon-nitrogen bond forming reactions). Leading references
are provided to natural product synthesis that have been accomplished using a given reaction as a key step. In addition to
tables of examples that show high selectivity, a transition state analysis is presented to explain - to the current level of
understanding - the stereoselectivity of each reaction. In one case (Cram's rule) the evolution of the current theory is
detailed from its first tentative (1952) postulate to the current Felkin-Anh-Heathcock formalism. For other reactions, only
the currently accepted rationale is presented. Examination of these rationales also exposes the weaknesses of current
theories, in that they cannot always explain the experimental observations. These shortcomings provide a challenge for
future mechanistic investigations.

Copper-Catalyzed Asymmetric Synthesis
"This book is derived from the ACS symposium Asymmetric Synthesis of [alpha]-Amino-Acids, Novel Developments and
Future Directions, as part of the 233rd American Chemical Society (ACS) National Meeting, March 25-29, 2007, Chicago,
Illinois"--P. xii.

Applications of Asymmetric Catalysis and Green Chemistry Principles Towards the Synthesis
of Chiral Multifunctional Alcohols and Organofluorine Compounds
The world is chiral. Most of the molecules in it are chiral, and asymmetric synthesis is an important means by which
enantiopure chiral molecules may be obtained for study and sale. Using examples from the literature of asymmetric
synthesis (more than 1300 references), the aim of this book is to present a detailed analysis of the factors that govern
stereoselectivity in organic reactions. It is important to note that the references were each individually checked by the
authors to verify relevance to the topics under discussion. The study of stereoselectivity has evolved from issues of
diastereoselectivity, through auxiliary-based methods for the synthesis of enantiomerically pure compounds
(diastereoselectivity followed by separation and auxiliary cleavage), to asymmetric catalysis. In the latter instance,
enantiomers (not diastereomers) are the products, and highly selective reactions and modern purification techniques allow
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preparation - in a single step - of chiral substances in 99% ee for many reaction types. After an explanation of the basic
physical-organic principles of stereoselectivity, the authors provide a detailed, annotated glossary of stereochemical terms.
A chapter on "Analytical Methods" provides a critical overview of the most common methods for analysis of stereoisomers.
The authors then follow the 'tried-and-true' format of grouping the material by reaction type. Thus, there are four chapters
on carbon-carbon bond forming reactions (enolate alkylations, organometal additions to carbonyls, aldol and Michael
reactions, and cycloadditions and rearrangements), one chapter on reductions and hydroborations (carbon-hydrogen bond
forming reactions), and one on oxidations (carbon-oxygen and carbon-nitrogen bond forming reactions). Leading references
are provided to natural product synthesis that have been accomplished using a given reaction as a key step. In addition to
tables of examples that show high selectivity, a transition state analysis is presented to explain - to the current level of
understanding - the stereoselectivity of each reaction. In one case (Cram's rule) the evolution of the current theory is
detailed from its first tentative (1952) postulate to the current Felkin-Anh-Heathcock formalism. For other reactions, only
the currently accepted rationale is presented. Examination of these rationales also exposes the weaknesses of current
theories, in that they cannot always explain the experimental observations. These shortcomings provide a challenge for
future mechanistic investigations.

Asymmetric Synthesis
Written from a synthetic organic chemistry perspective, this is a highly practical and relevant text for undergraduates,
postgraduates and industrial organic chemists.

Catalytic Asymmetric Synthesis
This book meets the long-felt need for a reference on ferrocenes with the focus on catalysis. It provides a thorough
overview of the synthesis and characterization of different types of chiral ferrocene ligands, their application to various
catalytic asymmetric reactions, and versatile chiral materials as well as drug intermediates synthesized from them. Written
by the "who's who" of ferrocene catalysis, this is a guide to the design of new ferrocene ligands and synthesis of chiral
synthetic intermediates, and will thus be useful for organic, catalytic and synthetic chemists working in academia, industrial
research or process development.

Organic Chemistry from Retrosynthesis to Asymmetric Synthesis
A veritable "Who's who" of asymmetric synthesis introduces the reader to the leaders in the field with a four-page
concentrate of their area of research along with a short biography. The book is organized into five chapters, each with an
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introductory preface. Starting from the key concepts of asymmetric synthesis diastereoselective methods, asymmetric
catalysis) the Focus then shifts to its application to the synthesis natural products and industrial processes. Graduate
students, academic and industrial researchers will find this book a rich source of inspiration for their own work as well as an
indispensable tool for the preparation of seminars and exams. A must for everyone in the field.

Principles of Asymmetric Synthesis
Here, all aspects of the topic are presented in a compact manner. The book is clearly structured, and divided into two
sections -- asymmetric synthesis of heterocycles containing only one nitrogen and that of those with more than one
nitrogen as a heteroatom -- such that the necessary information may be found at a glance. The international team of
authors provides important experimental procedures, including industrial applications. Essential for synthetic chemists in
pharmaceutical and agrochemical chemistry.

Principles and Applications of Asymmetric Synthesis
This book covers a wide range of reactions which are of importance in the asymmetric synthesis of organic compounds. The
principles of asymmetric additions to carbonyls, enolate alkylation, aldol reactions, additions to C-C double bonds, reduction
and oxidation, rearrangements, and hydrolysis/ esterification reactions are covered, and selected examples used to
illustrated the various topics. Numerous references to original literature should be of ues to organic chemists interested in
the area of asymmetric synthesis.

Chiral Ferrocenes in Asymmetric Catalysis
This book meets the long-felt need for a reference on ferrocenes with the focus on catalysis. It provides a thorough
overview of the synthesis and characterization of different types of chiral ferrocene ligands, their application to various
catalytic asymmetric reactions, and versatile chiral materials as well as drug intermediates synthesized from them. Written
by the "who's who" of ferrocene catalysis, this is a guide to the design of new ferrocene ligands and synthesis of chiral
synthetic intermediates, and will thus be useful for organic, catalytic and synthetic chemists working in academia, industrial
research or process development.

Polymeric Chiral Catalyst Design and Chiral Polymer Synthesis
Perfect for biochemists, synthetic and organic chemists, this book covers all important reactions, including C-C coupling
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reactions, oxidation reactions and many more. Divided into two parts, the first section on methodology presents new
innovative methods for enzymatic catalysis optimization, including such new trends as medium engineering, directed
evolution and computer-aided prediction of enantioselectivity. The second and main section deals with applications to
synthesis, showing important reaction types and their applications. Only those reactions with very high selectivity are
presented, allowing readers to improve their own reaction yields.

The Chiral Carbon Pool and Chiral Sulfur, Nitrogen, Phosphorus, and Silicon Centers
This book describes the essential aspects of enantioselective catalysis in a clear, logical fashion, with chapters organized by
concept rather than by reaction type. Each concept in Fundamentals of Asymmetric Catalysis is supported by carefully
selected examples of a wide range of catalysts, reactions and reaction mechanisms.

Asymmetric Synthesis of Natural Products
Asymmetric Synthesis II
Over the last three decades, more than 40 different classes of chiral (mirror-image) sulfur compounds have been described,
and a number of useful procedures and applications have been developed for their use. Emphasizing modern
methodologies, Chiral Sulfur Reagents demonstrates the great potential of enantionmerically pure sulfur reagents in
transmitting chirality to other centers. Each chapter highlights the synthesis and synthetic uses of a particular class of chiral
sulfur reagent, followed by examples of the most important experimental procedures.

Asymmetric Synthesis with Chemical and Biological Methods
In this first book to gather the information on this hot topic otherwise widely spread throughout the literature, experienced
editors and top international authors cover everything the reader needs -- from the synthesis of chiral organosulfur
compounds to applications and catalysis: * Asymmetric synthesis of chiral sulfinates and sulfoxides * Synthesis and use of
chiral dithioacetal derivatives, ylids, chiral sulfoximines and sulfinamides * Use of chiral sulfoxides as ligands in catalysis *
Asymmetric reactions of alpha-sulfenyl, alpha-sulfinyl and alpha-sulfonyl carbanions. As a result, readers will be able to
improve their own performance in asymmetric synthesis.

Asymmetric Synthesis of Nitrogen Heterocycles
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The first handbook to focus on the asymmetric synthesis of different types of three-membered rings. The outstanding and
experienced authors have an excellent international reputation and cover cyclopropanes, epoxides and aziridines as well as
chiral oxaziridines in equal measure. To this end, they describe in detail different synthetic approaches starting with chiral
substrates as well as the application of chiral metal- or organocatalysts. Furthermore, methods for the kinetic resolution of
initially racemic products are treated alongside recent advances and novel developments in established techniques for the
synthesis of three-membered rings. With its structured composition this is of high interest to scientists in methodological
and natural product synthesis as well as those in industrial and pharmaceutical chemistry.

Applications of Tert-butanesulfinyl Imines Toward the Asymmetric Synthesis of Amines
In this first book to gather the information on this hot topic otherwise widely spread throughout the literature, experienced
editors and top international authors cover everything the reader needs -- from the synthesis of chiral organosulfur
compounds to applications and catalysis: * Asymmetric synthesis of chiral sulfinates and sulfoxides * Synthesis and use of
chiral dithioacetal derivatives, ylids, chiral sulfoximines and sulfinamides * Use of chiral sulfoxides as ligands in catalysis *
Asymmetric reactions of alpha-sulfenyl, alpha-sulfinyl and alpha-sulfonyl carbanions. As a result, readers will be able to
improve their own performance in asymmetric synthesis.

Chiral Ferrocenes in Asymmetric Catalysis
Asymmetric Synthesis, Volume 4: The Chiral Carbon Pool and Chiral Sulfur, Nitrogen, Phosphorus, and Silicon Centers
describes the practical methods of obtaining chiral fragments. Divided into five chapters, this book specifically examines
initial chiral transmission and extension. The opening chapter describes the so-called chiral carbon pool, the readily
available chiral carbon fragments used as building blocks in synthesis. This chapter also provides a list of 375 chiral building
blocks, along with their commercial sources, approximate prices, and methods of synthesis. Schemes involving almo

Asymmetric Organocatalysis
This book reviews chiral polymer synthesis and its application to asymmetric catalysis. It features the design and use of
polymer-immobilized catalysts and methods for their design and synthesis. Chapters cover peptide-catalyzed and
enantioselective synthesis, optically-active polymers, and continuous flow processes. It collects recent advances in an
important field of polymer and organic chemistry, with leading researchers explaining applications in academic and industry
R & D.
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Asymmetric Synthesis and Application of Alpha-Amino Acids
"This book covers advances in the methods of catalytic asymmetric synthesis and their applications. Coverage moves from
new materials such as chiral ionic liquids, supported catalysts and flow reactors; to homogeneous metal-free catalysts and
homogeneous metal catalysts. The applications of several methodologies for the synthesis of biologically active molecules
are discussed. Part I addresses recent advances in new technologies related to asymmetric catalysis. Part II covers
advances and milestones with amino acids, both natural and unnatural, as powerful organocatalysts - including applications
for the synthesis of biologically active molecules"--

Catalytic Methods in Asymmetric Synthesis
Authored by one of the world?s leading synthetic chemists in the field, this reference presents modern enolate chemistry
with an emphasis on metal O-enolates in asymmetric synthesis. While great care is taken to cover novel, successful
concepts, such classical methods as the famous Evans enolates are equally highlighted. Throughout the book
representative reaction procedures are presented, thus helping readers to find the best solution for their own synthetic
problem. Of high interest to synthetic chemists in academia, as well as the pharmaceuticals, agrochemicals and fine
chemicals industries.
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